The State

1) a body of ____________ 2) living in a ___________________________ 3) with the power to make and enforce _____________ and 4) an ______________ to do this.

A State is...

**POPULATION**

A population might be ______ or ________

Populations have different ______

**TERRITORY**

A state must have set ______

States don't always ______ on where their boundaries are.

Boundaries can ______

**SOVEREIGNTY**

All states are considered ______ to each other.

States decide what kind of ______ they will have with other states. This is a state’s ______.

States decide how things will ______ inside their boundaries.

**GOVERNMENT**

All states are considered ______ to each other.

States decide what kind of ______ they will have with other states. This is a state’s ______.

States decide how things will ______ inside their boundaries.